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As the Holiday Season is Quickly Approaching,
so are Inclement Weather Conditions
Dragon Jacket put competition insulation up to the challenge of
enduring baseball-sized hail simulated with a pitching machine.
The competing insulation experienced significant damage after
the first hit, and after the second and third contacts, the damage
was so extensive that the jacketing began to break away from the
insulation. Dragon Jacket maintained its structure and remained
completely undamaged after absorbing twice as many direct hits.
Imagine the damage after more than a few minutes of hail the size
of baseballs, or the damage after hail the size of golf balls. With
damaged jacketing, the competition’s insulation is left exposed,
and the R-value greatly reduced because the damaged areas allow moisture to infiltrate the insulation, which then begins the process of CUI.
Dragon Jacket has the ability to withstand all that Mother Nature
can “throw” at it, while not only mainaining its shape and durability,
but also its R-value and insulation properties.
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Product Innovation

Dragon Jacket continues to revolutionize the industrial insulation
industry by introducing two new fittings to the product line up.
The Transmitter Cover insulates transmitters to
maintain accurate gas pressure measurement while
allowing workers to access the transmitter without
having to completely remove the insulation.The fitting
requires open and close installation, and is made from
2lb. foam and polyurea.
The Splice Cover introduces a new way to cover
any open ended modifications made in the field,
and is made from 100% polyurea.
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Video and more photos at
www.dragonjacket.com
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Distributing Dragon Jacket
Dragon Jacket Insulates its
way into Canada with Fluid
Project Supply

product line, and were very eager to move forward
to review the product in more detail and explore
opportunities for use. The unique characteristic of
Dragon Jacket’s products is that the closed cell
Dragon Jacket has signed a distribution agreement foam core is fully encapsulated by an integrated
with Fluid Project Supply, a Canadian Marketing polyurea jacket, thus eliminated moisture peneand Distribution company specializing in piping, tration and significantly reducing CUI.
located in Calgary, AB. Fluid Project Supply was
founded in 2014 by veteran members of the Oilfield “Many of FPS’s customers are concerned with
CUI, and as such we pose the Dragon Jacket InServices and Water Management industries.
sulation System as a solution. We are hoping to
FPS seeks to provide their customers with inno- triple our sales in 2017 through marketing and the
vative products that add value to their operations. rise in the price of oil and we believe that Dragon
Their founders’ experience and expertise helps Jacket will constitute at least half of that increase,”
them identify these products, and communicate noted Mitch Furlong.
their efficiency to their customers.
“Dragon Jacket functions as an insulation that holds
Standard Polymers
up in tough physical conditions and is reusable.
Insulates the MIdwest
This is a great combination to offer to our customwith Dragon Jacket
ers and is exactly the type of innovative solution
that we take pride in showing to our clients,” said
Mitch Furlong, Project Manager and Procurement
Standard Polymers began as a small industrial
Coordinator at Fluid Project Supply.
coating distributor; but has developed into a group
Fluid Project Supply has previously marketed and with more than twenty five years in the industrial
distributed products to customers including: The coatings business, that travels nation-wide proCity of Calgary, the City of Red Deer, Secure En- viding solutions to industrial corrosion issues.
ergy Services, Standard General and Morgan ConStandard Polymers curently serves the Grain
struction, just to name a few.
Processing, Food & Beverage, Bio Fuel, ChemFPS and Dragon Jacket met with members of a ical Process, OEM, Bridges & Highways, Power,
large chemical company’s Innovation Team at the Water & Wastewater, and General Industries
Global Petroleum Show in Calgary, AB. The company’s team was very impressed with Dragon Jack- Specific testing of materials is required for any
et’s products and invited Dragon Jacket and Fluid product that Standard Polymers represents or
Project Supply to present at their annual Innova- distributes.
tion Day at their main Canadian facility in Fort SasStandard Polymers is currently distributing Dragkatchewan, AB.
on Jacket in the following areas: NE, KS, IA, MO,
At Innovation Day, many of the staff at the company IL, IN, OH, and WI.
were also very impressed by the Dragon Jacket
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